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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

This article incorporates the public intermediate input in a
dynamic model with two final private sectors and a public sector
and investigates impacts of an inflow of skilled and unskilled
labour on wage inequality. The public intermediate input can be
accumulated and its accumulated stock serves as a public input
for private production. From the analysis, in the steady state equilibrium, an increase in the skilled and unskilled labour endowment raise the stock of public intermediate input. Also, an inflow
of skilled labour reduces the wage of skilled labour and raises the
wage of unskilled labour, and an inflow of unskilled labour
increases both the wages of skilled and unskilled labour.
Concerning their impacts on the wage inequality, an inflow of
skilled labour decreases the wage inequality, while the result of
an inflow of unskilled labour on wage inequality is ambiguous. If
the production elasticity of the public intermediate input stock in
the skill-using sector is small enough, an inflow of unskilled
labour narrows down wage inequality.
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1. Introduction
The rising wage inequality between skilled and unskilled labour is a concern for both
developed and developing countries. Many scholars believe that trade liberalisation
and international factor movement have contributed to the widening inequality, such
as Leamer (1996), Feenstra and Hanson (1996), Beyer, Rokjas and Vergara (1999),
Reenen (2011) and Afonso (2012). Meanwhile, their effects on wage gap have been
analysed extensively among theoretical papers. Marjit and Kar (2005) analysed how
an outflow of skilled and unskilled labour affect wage inequality in a dual economy
and the results depend on the capital intensities in the skilled labour-using sector and
unskilled labour-using sector. Marjit and Kar (2005) analysis has been extended by
incorporating domestic labour migration from various perspectives, as in Beladi,
Chaudhuri and Yabuuchi (2008), Chaudhuri (2008), Gupta and Dutta (2010), Pan
and Zhou (2013) and Li and Xu (2016). Beladi et al. (2008) considered a model with
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unemployment and impacts of international factor movement on wage inequality crucially depend on the difference in intersectoral factor intensities. Chaudhuri (2008)
included unemployment and unionised wage rate of unskilled labour and showed
that the results of international factor movement on wage inequality may not necessarily depend on the difference in the factor intensity. Gupta and Dutta (2010) introduced a non-traded final good sector and endogenous formation of skilled labour in
a general model and found that the international factor movement on wage inequality
depends on factor intensity ranking between two skilled labour sectors. Pan and
Zhou (2013) established a model by accommodating environmental pollution which
affects agricultural production and impacts of factors movement on wage inequality
depend on the negative impact of pollution on agricultural production. Li and Xu
(2016) investigated how international factor movements affect wage inequality with
the existence of a modern agricultural sector and found that a decrease in the endowment of unskilled labour certainly decreases the wage inequality and the result that
skilled labour movement has on wage inequality is dependent on the factor intensity
between the urban and modern agricultural sector.
However, previous studies seldom consider the role of public infrastructure in the
wage inequality. Nowadays, public infrastructure, such as legal and economic institutions, transportation systems and communications is playing an increasing role in a
modern society, without which economic growth development will be greatly affected.
The importance of public infrastructure for economic growth stems from its effect on
private production. Following Meade’s (1952) classification of public infrastructure,
there are two types: ‘creation of atmosphere’ and ‘unpaid factors’. In the ‘creation of
atmosphere’ type, public infrastructure is fully available to every firm, such as free
information about technology. In the ‘unpaid factors’ type, public infrastructure, such
as highways, bridges and communication facilities, can be viewed as public intermediate input in the production process of private industry. The private production function exhibits constant returns to scale with respect to public intermediate input and
primary inputs (labour and capital). However, unlike private inputs, the public intermediate input needs enormous funds for construction, maintenance, operations and
overall development and usually is provided by the government and financed by taxation. Although private industries pay the cost ultimately, their payments do not
affect the quantity of the public intermediate input directly and such input is essentially an unpaid input from the private industries’ perspective.
The importance of public infrastructure arouses the great interest of many economic theorists, especially in international trade theory. Such studies include
McMillan (1978), Manning and McMillan (1979), Tawada and Abe (1984), Tawada
and Okamoto (1983), Abe (1990), Suga and Tawada (2007) and Yanase and Tawada
(2012). Previous papers dealing with public infrastructure are confined mostly to a
static framework or ‘creation of atmosphere’ type. An exceptional paper is Yanase
and Tawada (2017), which considers the stock effects of an ‘unpaid factors’ type public intermediate good in a dynamic open economy with two consumption final goods,
one public intermediate good and one primary factor (labour) and shows a country’s
trade pattern and whether a country gains or loses after the opening. However, existing studies dealing with the public intermediate input seldom consider wage
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inequality issue. Since the public intermediate input affects productivity and wages of
private sectors at different levels, therefore, it is necessary to investigate how international factor movement influences the wage inequality with the presence of the
public intermediate input.
In order to fill the theoretical research gap, this paper makes an analysis of how an inflow
of skilled and unskilled labour affects wage inequality by a dynamic treatment of the public
intermediate input. When incorporating the public intermediate input into the model, the
paper obtains new conclusions. From the analysis, in the steady state equilibrium, an inflow
of skilled labour reduces the wage of skilled labour and raises the wage of unskilled labour
and an inflow of unskilled labour increases both the wages of skilled and unskilled labour.
With regards to their impact on wage inequality, an inflow of skilled labour decreases the
wage inequality, while the result of an inflow of unskilled labour on wage inequality is
ambiguous. If the production elasticity of the public intermediate input stock in the skillusing sector is small enough, an inflow of unskilled labour narrows down wage inequality.
It is worth mentioning that Pi and Zhou (2012, 2014) also analyse the impacts generated by a movement of international factors on the wage inequality with the consideration of public infrastructure. The main differences between this paper and Pi and
Zhou (2012, 2014) are reflected mainly in the treatment of public intermediate input.
The paper uses a dynamic analysis and incorporates the stock effect of public intermediate input, while Pi and Zhou (2012, 2014) considered the static framework. In
reality, however, many public intermediate inputs have the characteristics of durability
or capital and dynamic analysis is closer to the reality of the economy. To my knowledge, there is no dynamic theoretical model analysis focusing on wage inequality with
the stock effect of public intermediate input of an ‘unpaid factor’ type. In addition, the
results of international factor movement on the wage of skilled and unskilled labour in
Pi and Zhou (2012, 2014) also depend on the factor intensities. However, this paper
shows that an inflow of skilled labour reduces the wage of skilled labour and raises the
wage of unskilled labour, and an inflow of unskilled labour increases both wages of
skilled and unskilled labour. These results are new in this field.
Another point worthy of mention is that the paper employs the framework of
Yanase and Tawada (2017) to embed the public intermediate input. Yanase and
Tawada (2017) consider an economy with two private sectors and one public sector
to address international trade issues. Both private and public sectors utilize one primary factor labour, which is homogeneous. With homogeneous labour input and
public intermediate input, Yanase and Tawada (2017) propose that the production
frontier of the economy is strictly concave to the origin and a smaller (larger) labour
endowment country tends to become an exporter of a good whose productivity is
more (less) sensitive to the public intermediate input. In our case, where labour is
heterogeneous, the skill-using sector uses skilled labour and the unskill-using sector
and public sector only use unskilled labour for production, the paper investigates
impacts of an inflow of skilled and unskilled labour factors on wage inequality. Since
the skilled labour is specific to the skill-using sector, an inflow of skilled and
unskilled labour brings the unskilled labour transfer between the unskilled and public
sector, which contributes to changing wages of skilled and unskilled labour consequently. For example, an inflow of skilled labour leads to an increase in the demand
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for public intermediate input, which expands the public sector and attracts unskilled
labour from the unskill-using sector. Both an inflow of skilled labour and movement
of unskilled labour affect the skilled wage. As for wages of unskilled labour, besides
the movement of unskilled labour between unskilled and public sectors, the more
stock of public intermediate input also brings a change of unskilled wage. Such a
movement of unskilled labour is crucial to the analysis; however, in Yanase and
Tawada (2017), because labour is homogeneous and labour could move freely among
three sectors, such a mechanism does not exist.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The model is described in
Section 2 and a static analysis is conducted in Section 3. In Section 4, the dynamic
analysis is considered. Concluding remarks are made in Section 5.

2. The model
The article considers a small, open economy with three sectors: two private sectors,
skill-using and unskill-using sector, and a public sector. The private sectors produce
private final goods. While the public sector produces a public intermediate non-tradable good in Meade’s (1952) ‘unpaid factor’ type, which can be accumulated, its accumulated stock serves in the private production. Assume two final goods are tradeable
and, hence, their prices are given internationally.
As for the two private sectors, we adopt a specific-factor model related to Marjit
and Kar (2005) where the skill-using sector employs skilled labour and the public
intermediate input to produce the high-skill product while the unskill-using sector
uses unskilled labour and the public intermediate input to produce low-skill goods.
Skilled labour is specific to the skill-using sector and unskilled labour cannot enter
into it. The production functions for two private sectors are assumed to be linearly
homogeneous, with two respective factors, and to take the Cobb-Douglas form:
S
YS ¼ RaS L1a
; 0<aS <1
S

(1)

U
; 0<aU <1
YU ¼ RaU L1a
U

(2)

and

where YS (YU) is the output of the skill-using sector (unskill-using sector), R is the
stock of the public intermediate input, and LS (LU) is the employment of skilled
(unskilled) labour in the skill-using (unskill-using) sector. From two production functions, aS and aU are the production elasticity of the public intermediate input stock
in the skill-using and unskill-using sector, respectively. Assume the public intermediate input stock serves more significantly in the skill-using sector than in the unskillusing sector, and impose the following assumption:
Assumption : For all R > 0, aS >aU .
According to Pi and Zhou (2014), assume the public intermediate input is produced by the aid of unskilled labour only and its production function is a linear function for simplicity’s sake and expressed as YR ¼ LUR , where LUR is the employment of
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the public sector. Following Yanase and Tawada (2012, 2017), the accumulation of
the public intermediate good is described in the following dynamic equation:
R_ ¼ YR bR

(3)

where b is the depreciation rate of the stock of the public intermediate input.
At each moment in time, the market-clearing conditions of the skilled and
unskilled labour could be shown as follows:
S
LS ¼ L

(4)

U
LU þ LUR ¼ L

(5)

and

 U are the skilled and unskilled labour endowment, respectively.
 S and L
where L
Nest consider the behaviour of a representative household whose lifetime utility is
U¼

ð1

eqt ½a ln CS þ ð1  aÞ ln CU dt

(6)

0

where CS and CU are the consumption good of the skill-using and unskill-using sector, q is the rate of time preference, and 0<a<1 is a parameter.
With no international borrowing or lending, balance of payment implies
pYS þ YU ¼ pCS þ CU

(7)

where p is the world price good of the skill-using sector relative to that of the
unskill-using sector and is assumed to be given and constant over time under a small
open economy assumption.
The social planner determines fLS ; LU ; LUR ; CS ; CU g1
0 to maximize a representative
household’s lifetime utility (6) subject to the constraints (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) and (7).

3. Static analysis
In this section, we consider the stock of the public intermediate input as constant.
Given the stock of the public intermediate input R and its shadow price h, the static
results can be obtained by solving a social planner’s dynamic optimisation problem.
The current-value Hamiltonian function is described as
H ¼ a lnCS þ ð1aÞ ln CU þ hðLUR bRÞ 

S
U
 S LS Þ þ kU ðL
 U LU LUR Þ
þ RaU L1a
pCS CU þ kS ðL
þp pRaS L1a
U
S

where p is the multiplier associated with income constraint and kS and kU are the
multipliers associated with the full employment constraint of skilled and unskilled
labour, respectively.
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Solving the current-value Hamiltonian function,
yCS ¼ aYS ; ð1yÞCU ¼ ð1aÞYU

(8)

ð1aS Þy
¼ kS
LS

(9)

ð1aU Þð1yÞ
¼ h ¼ kU
LU

(10)

where y ¼ pYS =ðpYS þ YU Þ is the share of the skill-using sector in national income.
Equation (8) describes the consumption of good of skill-using and unskill-using sector. Equation (10) indicates the optimal allocation of unskilled labour between the
unskill-using sector and public sector.
The static model, thus, consists of six equations: (1), (2), (4), (5), (10) and
y ¼ pYS =ðpYS þ YU Þ. Six endogenous variables, YS , YU , LU , LS , LUR and y, are deterS, L
U
mined as a function of the state variable R, co-state variable h and parameters L
and p. Following Yanase and Tawada (2017), these equilibrium solutions are denoted
as temporary equilibrium ones.1 Once YS, YU and y are determined, CS and CU are
determined from equation (8). Totally differentiating the system, we have the following Lemma 1.
 S; L
 U ; pÞ, YS ðR; h; L
S; L
 U ; pÞ,
Lemma 1: The equilibrium solutions of yðR; h; L




YU ðR; h; L S ; L U ; pÞ and LUR ðR; h; L S ; L U ; pÞ have the following properties:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Under Assumption 1, @y=@R>0, @LUR =@R>0. As for output, @YS =@R>0, while
the sign of @YU =@R is ambiguous, depending on the values of aS and aU .
@y=@h>0, @YU =@h<0, @LUR =@h>0
 S >0, @YS =@ L
 S >0, @YU =@ L
 S <0, @LUR =@ L
 S >0
@y=@ L



@y=@ L U ¼ 0, @YU =@ L U ¼ 0, @LUR =@ L U ¼ 1

Proof. See Appendix A1.
The economic intuition behind Lemma 1 is as follows. Concerning (a), an increase
in the stock of public intermediate input has a positive impact on the outputs of both
two private sectors; meanwhile, unskilled labour flows from the unskill-using sector
to the public sector to increase the stock of public intermediate input, which has a
negative impact on the production of the unskill-using sector. If the difference in
production elasticity of the public intermediate input stock between the two sectors is
not very large, the positive effect outweighs the negative effect on output and
@YU =@R>0. However, if aS is much larger than aU , which means the unskill-using
sector benefits little from more provision of public intermediate input, the negative
effect dominates the change and @YU =@R<0. Although an increase in R has a positive
effect on output of private sectors, the skill-using sector gains more than the unskillHere, the equilibrium is the one derived for a given level of the stock of the public infrastructure R, which is a
given constant at each moment in time.

1
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using sector under the Assumption, @y=@R>0. Given the production function of public intermediate input, one unit of unskilled labour could produce one unit of public
intermediate input, and an increase in R needs more employment of the public sector
and @LUR =@R>0. As for (b), a rise in h promotes the production of public intermediate input, thus @LUR =@h>0. Meanwhile, unskilled labour flows into the public sector
and the unskill-using sector experiences a loss in output because of 0<aU <1 and
drops the share of the unskill-using sector in national income, and @y=@h>0.
Regarding (c), adding the endowment of skilled labour will expand the skill-using
sector and increase the demand of public intermediate input. The unskill-using sector
drops its output because of the outflow of unskilled labour. Finally, (d) describes the
effects of an increase in the endowment of unskilled labour. Since the contribution of
one additional unskilled labourer employed in the public sector is greater than that
allocated in the unskill-using sector, increased unskilled labour is wholly absorbed by
the public sector and has no impact on private output.
It should be noted that, even though the paper employs the framework of Yanase
and Tawada (2017), the main results are different. Since the labour is homogenous in
the Yanase and Tawada (2017) study, there is no distinction between skilled and
unskilled labour. An increase in the labour endowment enlarges the output of both
private sectors, as shown in Lemma 4 of Yanase and Tawada (2017). However, in the
established model, an increase in skilled labour enlarges the output of the skill-using
sector and shrinks the output of the unskill-using sector; an inflow of unskilled
labour has no impact on output of private sectors in the short-term.
Next, consider the wage inequality between skilled and unskilled labour. The wage
of skilled labourwS and the wage of unskilled labour w are expressed as wS ¼
ð1aS ÞpYS =LS and w ¼ ð1aU ÞYU =LU , respectively.
Proposition 1: In the temporary equilibrium, an inflow of skilled labour decreases
the wage inequality, while an inflow of unskilled labour has no effect on it.
Proof. Using the results in Appendix A1, we can get
 S  YS
 S @YS =@ L
dwS
aS ð1aS ÞpYS
L
¼
1a
¼
<0
ð
Þp
S
S
 S2
S2
dL
L
L
and
 S  YU @LU =@ L
S
 S þ YU @LUR =@ L
S
dw
LU @YU =@ L
LU @YU =@ L
¼ ð1aU Þ
¼ ð1aU Þ
>0
2
2

LU
LU
dL S
The impact of a change of skilled labour endowment on the skilled–unskilled wage
inequality can be expressed as
dðwS wÞ
 S <0
dL
 U ¼ 0, dw=dL
 U ¼ 0 and dðwS wÞ=dL
 U ¼ 0.
Similarly, we have dwS =dL
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The economic intuition behind Proposition 1 can be explained as follows. An
inflow of skilled labour will raise the supply of skilled labour in the economic system,
and, as a result, its wages will fall. However, from Lemma 1, a larger endowment of
skilled labour augments the public sector and moves unskilled labour from the
unskill-using sector to the public sector, which decreases the employment of unskilled
labour in the unskill-using sector and increases its marginal product and its wage.
Thus, an inflow of skilled labour reduces wage inequality. An inflow of unskilled
labour has no impact on skilled wage, since the stock of public intermediate input is
constant. An inflow of unskilled labour increases unskilled labour supply; however,
the increased unskilled labour wholly locates in the public sector to produce the
intermediate input and has no impacts on private output in the short-term.
Therefore, the wages of skilled labour and unskilled labour stay the same.

4. Dynamic analysis
In this section, the public intermediate input be accumulated by the production of
public sector and its stock changes. The dynamic results are characterized by the following adjoint equation and the transversality condition:
aS y þ aU ð1yÞ
h_ ¼ ðq þ bÞh
R

(11)

lim eqt hðt ÞRðt Þ ¼ 0

(12)

t!1

In equation (11), the first term of the right-hand side, ðq þ bÞh, is the sum of the
intertemporal cost (qh) and the replacement cost of depreciated public intermediate
input (bh). The second term, ½aS y þ aU ð1yÞ=R, is the sum of two private sectors’
marginal revenue product (in GDP term) of public intermediate input. And the left_ is the gain (or loss if negative) of the public intermediate input. Rewrite
hand side, h,
equation (11) as h_ þ ½aS y þ aU ð1yÞ=R ¼ ðq þ bÞh, which states that the optimal
allocation of public intermediate input balances benefits and cost. The dynamic equilibrium (11) can be satisfied under the competitive decentralized economy by incorporating the Lindahl pricing rule for financing the cost of public goods (see
Appendix A2).
Using the results in section 3 and substituting them into equations (3) and (11),


S; L
 U ; p bR
R_ ¼ YR R; h; L

(13)

and





 S; L
 U ; p þ aU 1y R; h; L
 S; L
U ; p
a
y
R;
h;
L
S
h_ ¼ ðq þ bÞh
R

(14)

The dynamic path is characterized by fRðtÞ; hðtÞg1
0 , satisfying equations (11) and
 h) is a solution for
(12). Denote z as a steady state solution for a variable z, and (R;
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R_ ¼ h_ ¼ 0. In light of equations (13) and (14), conditions for steady-state equilibrium
are given by


S; L
 U ; p ¼ bR
(15)
LUR  YR R; h; L
and





S; L
 U ; p þ aU 1y R; h; L
 S; L
U ; p
aS y R; h; L
ðq þ bÞh ¼
R

(16)

The solutions of the dynamic model can be arrived at by solving equations (1), (2),
(4), (5), (10), y ¼ pYS =ðpYS þ YU Þ, (15) and (16). Using equations (4), (5) and (15),
the production function of skill-using and unskill-using sectors can be written as
 aS
 aU
LUR  1aS
LUR
 U  LUR Þ1aU :
ðL
YS ¼
; YU ¼
LS
b
b

(17)

Substituting equation (17) into y ¼ pYS =ðpYS þ YU Þ,
1y
¼
y

 aU aS 
ðL U LUR Þ1aU
LUR
S
 1a
b
pL
S

(18)

which implicitly determines y as a function of LUR. Denote this as y ¼ nðLUR Þ, which
has limLUR !0 nðLUR Þ ¼ 0 and limLUR !L U nðLUR Þ ¼ 1 and n0 ðLUR Þ>0 under the
Assumption. Using equations (5), (10) and (16), we can get
y ¼ 1

 U LUR Þ
baS ðL
 U  LUR Þ :
ðq þ bÞð1  aU ÞLUR þ bðaS  aU ÞðL

(19)

From equation (19), we get y ¼ 1ðLUR Þ, and limLUR !0 1ðLUR Þ ¼ aU =ðaS  aU Þ<0,
limLUR !L U 1ðLUR Þ ¼ 1 and 10 ðLUR Þ>0. Thus, the system can be reduced to equations
(18) and (19). Moreover, we can get n0 ðLUR Þ<10 ðLUR Þ. Therefore, there exists a unique
 U Þ  ð0; 1Þ. CS and CU can be obtained
pair of steady-state solutions ðLUR ; yÞ 2 ð0; L
once we get these solutions through equation (8).
Next, we consider the stability of the steady state. Linearizing the dynamic system
of equations (13) and (14) around the steady state, we have
0
1


 
@LUR =@h
@LUR =@R  b

_R
@ aS y þ ð1yÞaU
A RR
a
a
@y
@y
(20)
¼
ð
Þ
S
U
hh
q þ b
ðaS aU Þ
h_
2
R
@R
@h
R
The determinant of the Jacobian matrix in equation (20) is denoted as J, and substituting the results in Appendix A1, we get
J¼

yð1aS ÞLU ðaS aU Þ þ aU LUR ½1yð1aS Þ þ aU LU
<0
hR2 ½1  yð1  aU Þ

10
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which indicates that the characteristic roots are of opposite signs. Therefore, the
steady state is a local saddle point.
The steady-state solution depends on the endowment of skilled and unskilled
labour. Next, we examine how a change of skilled and unskilled labour endowment
affect the steady-state stock of public intermediate input and its shadow price. We
use Lemma 2 to express the impacts.
Lemma 2: An inflow of skilled and unskilled labour raises the stock of public intermediate input and drops its shadow price in the steady state equilibrium.
Proof. See Appendix A3.
A larger endowment of unskilled labour brings more unskilled labour to produce the
public intermediate input and results in a greater stock of public intermediate input. Here,
it should be noted that, even though skilled labour is not an input in the production of
public intermediate input, a higher skilled labour endowment also contributes to more
stock of public intermediate input. From Lemma 1, an inflow of skilled labour moves
unskilled labour from the unskill-using sector to public sector, which leads to more production of the public sector and a larger amount of stock of public intermediate input.
Now we proceed to the analysis of wage inequality in the steady state equilibrium.
Different with the static case where the stock of public intermediate input is constant,
in the steady state equilibrium, an increase in the endowment of skilled and unskilled
labour can affect the stock of public intermediate input and its shadow price, which
impact the wages indirectly. First, examine the impact of an inflow of skilled labour,



S @R
 U ½1yð1aS Þ
dwS aS ð1aS Þp L
aS ð1aS Þp aU L
¼

1
¼
<0
2
2
2
S
S
S
S
hR J ½1  yð1  aU Þ
R @L
L
L
dL
"
#
 1 @ h
dw
aU ð1aU ÞYU
yð1aS Þ 1yð1aS Þ @ R
S þ
 S ¼ LU ½1  yð1  aU Þ
S þ h @L
 S >0
R
L
dL
@L

and

 S <0. Considering the impact of an inflow of unskilled
Thus, we can get dðwS wÞ=dL
labour,

dwS aS ð1aS ÞpYS @ R
¼



@LU
dL U
LSR
¼

aS ð1aS ÞpYS
aU ½1yð1aS Þ
>0

y
1

a
a

a
LS
ð
S ÞLU ð S
U Þ þ aU LUR ½1  yð1  aS Þ þ aU LU

"
#

dw
aU LU ½1yð1aS Þ @ R
aU LU
@ h
ð1aU ÞYU
1þ
U ¼
 U þ h½1  yð1  aU Þ @ L
U
R½1  yð1  aU Þ @ L
dL
L2U
¼

ð1aU ÞYU ð1aS ÞyLU ðaS aU Þ þ aU LUR ½1yð1aS Þ þ aU LU ½1aS yð1aS Þ
>0
yð1  aS ÞLU ðaS  aU Þ þ aU LUR ½1  yð1  aS Þ þ aU LU
L2U
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and
dðwS wÞ aU ðaS wS wÞðwS wÞaS aU yð1aS Þywð1aS ÞðaS aU ÞwaU ð1y þ yaS ÞLUR =LU
U ¼
yð1  aS ÞLU ðaS  aU Þ þ aU LUR ½1  yð1  aS Þ þ aU LU
dL

the sign of which is ambiguous, depending on the value of aS . Note that aS is the
production elasticity of the public intermediate input stock in the skill-using sector
 U <0.
and, if aS is small enough, dðwS wÞ=dL
Proposition 2: In the steady state, an inflow of skilled labour decreases the wage
inequality, while the impact of an inflow of unskilled labour on wage inequality is
ambiguous. If the production elasticity of the public intermediate input stock in the
skill-using sector is small enough, an inflow of unskilled labour narrows down
wage inequality.
We will explain the economic mechanism behind Proposition 2. An increase in
skilled labour endowment raises the stock of public intermediate input, which will
generate the positive effect for wages of skilled and unskilled labour, as well as the
negative effect for skilled labour wage. Under the model, the negative effect dominates the interaction and the wage of skilled labour drops as a result of an increase in
the supply of skilled labour. As for the wage of unskilled labour, from Lemma 1, an
inflow of skilled labour raises the demand for unskilled labour. Because of the positive effect of the stock of public intermediate input and increased demand, the wage
of unskilled labour rises. Thus, the wage inequality reduces as a result of an inflow of
skilled labour. An inflow of unskilled labour increases skilled wage because of the
higher stock of public intermediate input from Lemma 2. Concerning the wage of
unskilled labour, a larger endowment of unskilled labour has two effects on its wage:
a productivity effect due to the stock of public intermediate input and a supply effect.
However, the latter effect exerts no impact on its wage. According to Lemma 1, the
increased unskilled labour wholly absorbed by the public sector and the wage of
unskilled labour increases as a result of an inflow of unskilled labour. As for its
impact on the wage inequality, the direction is ambiguous since an inflow of unskilled
labour raises the wages of both skilled and unskilled labour. If the production elasticity of the public intermediate input stock in the skill-using sector is small enough,
implying that the public intermediate input stock serves little significantly in the skillusing sector, the impact of an inflow of unskilled labour on skilled wage will not be
too large compared to that of unskilled labour, and wage inequality will narrow down.

5. Concluding remarks
Traditionally, an inflow of skilled labour will reduce the wage inequality, while an
inflow of unskilled will widen it. Previous papers largely ignore the role of public
intermediate input in wage inequality. This paper incorporates the public intermediate input in ‘unpaid factor’ type and investigates the impact of an inflow of skilled
and unskilled labour on wage inequality by establishing a model with two private
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sectors and one public sector. The public intermediate input can be accumulated and
its accumulated stock serves as a public good for private production. From the analysis, in the steady state equilibrium, an increase in the skilled and unskilled labour
endowment raises the stock of public intermediate input. And an inflow of skilled
labour reduces the wage of skilled labour and raises the wage of unskilled labour, and
an inflow of unskilled labour increases both wages of skilled and unskilled labour.
Concerning their impacts on the wage inequality, an inflow of skilled labour
decreases the wage inequality, while the result of an inflow of unskilled labour on the
wage inequality is ambiguous. If the production elasticity of the public intermediate
input stock in the skill-using sector is small enough, an inflow of unskilled labour
narrows down wage inequality. Since the public intermediate input is playing an
increasing role in both developing and developed countries, the findings of this paper
have revealed a possibility that the conventional emigration policy of unskilled labour
may not succeed in altering the wage inequality, especially for developed countries
with a well-developed public infrastructure. According to the results, the governments
of such countries should be indifferent to such an influx of unskilled labour.
However, for developing countries with deficient public infrastructure, governments
should not only pay attention to brain drain, but also take appropriate measures to
retain unskilled labour.
To our knowledge, this paper is the first to analyse in an integrated framework the
role of international labour movement on the wage of skilled and unskilled labour
and wage inequality by a dynamic treatment of the public intermediate input.
Admittedly, our model has some limitations, especially in some of its assumptions.
For example, the paper assumes that the production elasticity of the public intermediate input stock in the skill-using sector is larger than that in the unskill-using sector,
which is an empirical question. However, few empirical studies have tested the elasticity of public intermediate input stock in skill-using and unskill-using sectors.
Another limitation is the production function of the public sector, which assumes its
production function is a linear function. In general, the production function is
assumed to be strictly concave and satisfies Inada conditions. However, the general
production function makes the analysis much more complicated, especially in the
dynamic analysis. Using the linear function, we can clarify some economic mechanisms that explain why an inflow of skilled and unskilled labour can bring the movement of unskilled labour between the unskill-using sector and public sector and
change the wages of skilled and unskilled labour.
We can possibly extend our analysis in the following three respects. First, this
paper considers the impacts of international factor movement on wage inequality
with the presence of a public intermediate input. As mentioned in the introduction,
many scholars hold that international goods trade may also contribute to the rising
wage inequality. Then, how international trade affects wage inequality is one direction
for future research. Second, in the model, all private firms can use the stock of public
intermediate input commonly for production without any arising congestion issue. In
reality, the contribution of stock of public intermediate input (such as transportation
and communication system, water supply and irrigation, etc.) to private sectors is
subject to congestion. We can introduce the congestion issue by assuming that the
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contribution of public intermediate input is decreasing in the use of private factors.
Third, existing theoretical papers on public intermediate input have adopted the fullemployment framework and ignored the problem of unemployment, particularly that
of unskilled labour. An inflow of unskilled labour may significantly affect the overall
employment, wages, and skilled–unskilled wage inequality. Therefore, such an embeddedness may bring about some new insights that are different from the traditional literature.
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Appendix
A1: Proof of Lemma 1
Totally differentiating the production function of skill-using sectors,
dYS ¼

aS Y S
ð1aS ÞYS 
dR
dL S þ
LS
R

(A-1)

Totally differentiating y ¼ pYS =ðpYS þ YU Þ and substituting (A-1), we obtain
1
1
aS
ð1aS Þ 
dy ¼
dYU þ
dL S þ dR
R
YU
yð1  yÞ
LS

(A-2)

 U . Totally
Using equation (10), equation (5) can be written as ð1aU Þð1yÞ þ hLUR ¼ hL
differentiating this equation, we get


 U LUR
L
ð1aU Þ
U
dh þ dL
dy þ dLUR ¼
h
h

(A-3)

Using equation (10), equation (2) can be written as YU ¼ RaU ½ð1  aU Þð1  yÞh1 1aU .
Totally differentiating this equation, we get
1
1aU
aU
1aU
dy ¼
dR
dh
dYU þ
YU
1y
R
h

(A-4)

From (A-2) and (A-4), we get
yYU ð1aS Þð1aU Þ  YU ½yaS ð1aU ÞaU 
YU ð1aU Þ
 S dL S  ½1  yð1  aU ÞR dR ½1  yð1  aU Þh dh
½1  yð1  aU ÞL

(A-5)

yðaS aU Þð1yÞ
yð1aS Þð1yÞ 
yð1yÞð1aU Þ
 S dL S þ ½1  yð1  aU ÞR dR þ ½1  yð1  aU Þh dh
½1  yð1  aU ÞL

(A-6)

dYU ¼ 

dy ¼
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dLUR ¼

yLU ðaS aU Þ
yLU ð1aS Þ
LU
S þ
U
dL
dR þ
dh þ dL

½1  yð1  aU ÞR
½1  yð1  aU Þh
½1  yð1  aU ÞL S
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(A-7)

From (A-5), the sign of @YU =@R is ambiguous, depending the value of aS and aU . If the
difference in production elasticity of the public intermediate input stock between the two sectors is not very large, @YU =@R>0.

A2: Decentralized equilibrium result
Consider a competitive economy with two private sectors and one public sector. Assume the
government finances the cost of public intermediate good, wLUR , by Lindahl pricing rule
tS pYS þ tU YU , where ti ði ¼ S; UÞ is the production tax rate imposed in sector i. Assume that
the (instantaneous) utility function of a representative household is in Cobb-Douglas type
UðCS ; CU Þ ¼ c ln CS þ ð1cÞ ln CU . The household’s income, I, consists of profits, PS ¼
ð1tS ÞpYS wS LS and PU ¼ ð1tU ÞYU wLU , and wage reward wS LS þ wðLU þ LUR Þ. Thus,
I ¼ pYS þ YU . Under the budget constraint, the optimal consumption amount is obtained as
CS ¼ cI=p and CU ¼ ð1cÞI. Profit maximisation conditions for two private sectors are
ð1tS Þð1aS ÞpYS =LS ¼ wS and ð1tU Þð1aU ÞYU =LU ¼ w.
So far, the public sector’s budget constraint wLUR ¼ tS pYS þ tU YU , two private sectors’
profit maximization conditions and equations (1), (2), (4) and (5) jointly determine the equilibrium values for w, wS , YS , YU , LS , LU and LUR for given R in a temporary equilibrium
model, tS and tU are policy variables. After solving the model and obtaining the results of YS
and YU , CS and CU could be arrived at correspondingly. From CS and CU , the indirect utility
is vðp; IÞ ¼ ln Ic ln p þ X, where X ¼ c ln c þ ð1cÞ ln ð1cÞ.
The governmentÐchooses the tax time path tS and tU in order to maximise the discounted
1
sum of the utility 0 eqt ½ln ðpYS þ YU Þc ln p þ Xdt subject to equation (3). The currentvalue Hamiltonian function is described as:
H A ¼ ln
YU Þc ln p þ X þ CðLUR bRÞ
 ðpYS þ
 1a1
  1
U
 U  YaUU
 S  YaSS 1aS
þw L
 LUR þ wS L
R

R

where C is the shadow price of public intermediate input. Solving the H A , the optimal tax
should
satisfy
tS ¼ tU ¼ 11=ðpYS þ YU Þ.
The
adjoint
equation
is
C_ ¼ ðq þ bÞC½yaS þ ð1  yÞaU =R. Setting C ¼ h, the adjoint equation is identical to equation (11) and the centralized equilibrium results can be satisfied under decentralised competitive economy with the Lindahl rule for the provision of public intermediate input.

A3: Proof of Lemma 2
 S; L
 U ; pÞ ¼ YR bR and that of equaDenote the right-hand side of equation (13) as UðR; h; L
S; L
 U ; pÞ ¼ ðq þ bÞh½aS y þ aU ð1yÞ=R. Totally differentiating the
tion (14) as WðR; h; L
steady state conditions,
0
1


@LUR =@R  b
@LUR =@h

dR
@ aS y þ ð1yÞaU ðaS aU Þ @y
ðaS aU Þ @y A 
dh
q þ b

R
R
R2
@R
@h
0
1
(A-8)
S
 
@LUR =@ L
1 
B
C 
¼ @ ðaS aU Þ @y AdL
dL U
S
0


R
@LS
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Solving equation (A-8), we have




ðaS aU Þ @LUR @y
@LUR
aS aU @y
U @y
q þ b  aS a
þ
q
þ
b



R @h @ L S
@h @ L S
R @h
R
 ¼
U
 S
dR
dL
dL
J
J

(A-9)

and

dh ¼



@LUR
ðaS aU Þ @y @LUR aS y þ ð1yÞaU ðaS aU Þ @y
b
þ

S
S
R
R
@R 
@R
R2
@L
@L
dL S
J
aS y þ ð1yÞaU ðaS aU Þ @y

R
R2
@R dL
U
þ
J

 L
 S >0 and dR=d
 L
 U >0, dh=dL
 S <0 and dh=dL
 U <0.
From equation (A-9), we get dR=d

(A-10)

